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Coupa Travel & Expense
Coupa T&E is an intelligent solution that helps companies
around the world capture, manage, validate and analyze
T&E spend across the organization. Unlike other
applications, Coupa provides comprehensive T&E
management capabilities and unifies your company’s
end-to-end business spend — across procurement,
invoicing, T&E and beyond — within a single platform.

Easily Enforce Compliance
With Coupa, you can seamlessly capture expenses from
multiple sources and gain complete visibility into spend
to ensure employees stay within policy. AI-powered
capabilities make it easy to identify spend leakages and
stop fraudulent payments before money goes out the door.

Drive More Savings
By drawing on $2T of collective community spend data,
Coupa is able to uncover new ways to optimize T&E
spend that are high impact and low effort. See how your
company’s KPIs stack up against industry leaders and
leverage prescriptive insights to generate more value
from your T&E program.

Maximize Organizational Agility
Coupa was designed to simplify T&E management for
both your finance team and employees. Eliminate timeconsuming manual processes and automate expense
capture, employee reimbursement and everything
in between.

It’s not easy to
manage millions of
dollars in expenses
for 100K employees
around the world.
Coupa not only
processes expenses,
but also identifies
opportunities to
drive savings to
uniquely empower
me to succeed.
– Mike Rosier,
Sr. Manager,
Financial Systems,
Concentrix
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Coupa Expense
Built for the modern enterprise, Coupa Expense
is a comprehensive T&E management solution
designed to help you optimize and gain greater
control over your post-approved spend.
Intelligent insights and advanced capabilities
help finance teams build robust T&E programs,
while ensuring global compliance and creating
effortless experiences for employees.

Coupa Travel Saver
Coupa Travel Saver’s price assurance
technology monitors airfare and hotel prices
in real time and instantly rebooks reservations
at the lowest available price. With Travel Saver,
you can capture savings on existing travel
reservations to save an average of 3-5% of
your corporate travel budgets, all without
impacting the traveler experience.

Coupa Spend Guard
Coupa Spend Guard is an AI-powered business
spend monitoring solution that analyzes employee/
supplier-level patterns to prevent fraudulent and
wasteful spend. Using Community Intelligence,
Spend Guard draws on Coupa’s pool of community
spend data to identify suspicious behavior patterns
across business spend and more effectively detect
spend leakages before they are paid.

To learn more about Coupa T&E, watch a live demo at coupa.com/live-demo
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